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This thesis is concerned with the design and construction of a
radiosonde utilizing solid state devices and state-of-the-art techniques
The radiosonde is designed with the idea of obtaining data at a ground
station in digital form and transmitting this data direct to Weather
Central via high speed data links. Pulse modulation is utilized to
transmit the data from the radiosonde. The multiplexer (time multi-
plexing is utilized) is designed using MOS micro technology and a
breadboarded simulation is accomplished using discrete MOS integrated
circuits. A comouter simulation of the actual multiplexer design is
performed. The modulator and transmitter are of complete solid state
design. Extensive testing of the overall system indicated satisfactory
results and show a substantial improvement over the present radiosonde.
Modification of ground receiving systems to facilitate proper reception
of information from the radiosonde is also discussed.
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Daily weather forecasting is accomplished through data obtained
from radiosondes. The radiosondes are carried aloft by balloons and,
during ascent, transmit pressure, temperature, and humidity data to
a ground station. Two types of radiosondes are used; the AN/AMT-4
which operates at a frequency of 1680 MHz, and the AN/AMT-11 which
operates at a frequency of 403 MHz. Both systems have vacuum tube
modulators and transmitters and a Baroswitch [Ref. 1] which time
multiplexes the humidity, temperature, and high or low reference data.
Data is recorded at the terminal installations on charts and after
interpretation and encoding is sent to a central facility. Information
collected by the central facility is utilized in preparing daily
weather forecasts. During data interpretation and encoding human
errors are introduced. In addition, sensor inaccuracy is also a
large contributor of error.
In order to improve system accuracy and reliability it would be
desirable to eliminate any data reduction or interpretation at the
ground station prior to transmission to the central facility. This
could be accomplished easily be recording the data directly in
digital form compatible with the computer format at Weather Central.
The data could be transmitted over high speed digital links to the
computer for final interpretation. Fig. 1 depicts this situation.
Another desirable feature would be an increase in the data
rate and a capability to measure other atmospheric constituents such

















are to be obtained from radiosonde flights, the entire system must
be considered inadequate and improvements must be initiated." This
thesis is directed toward accomplishing this overall system improvement,
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II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
A complete solid state system will be designed. State of the
art techniques and devices will be utilized wherever possible.
Table 1 lists the desirable operational specifications of the system,
Power Output 6 watts peak
Modulation Pulse (PM)
Channel Capacity Five plus calibrate/sync.
Size and Weight Minimum
Frequency 403 MHz
Sample Rate One sample/channel/1 .6 sec
Accuracy
Temperature 70C to -70C ± .1C
Pressure 1060mb to 5mb ± lmb
Humidity 10% to 90% ± .1%
Data Format Digital
TABLE 1
The present radiosonde (AMT-4A), including battery, weighs
approximately 2.42 lbs. A minimum weight reduction of 30% is expected
while a reduction of over 50% in physical size can easily be achieved.
Since the entire system will be solid state a reduction in power
requirements is also expected. This could also result in a reduction
in battery size and weight. The multiplexer will have a five channel
capacity along with a calibration channel which will also be used as
a synchronization signal. The calibration information will be used
to correct deviations in the received data. These deviations are
expected to occur from variations in circuit parameters resulting
from the environmental changes over which the radiosonde must operate.
Although meteorological transducers were not considered as part
of this investigation, it will be assumed that the temperature and
16
humidity sensors will be resistance types and the pressure transducer
will be a voltage type. These assumptions are based on research pre-
sently being done on improved sensors.
Because the radiosonde is expendable, cost must be considered a
prime design consideration. Although prototypes are inherently costly
historically, it has been shown that such costs reduce rapidly with
usage and improved manufacturing techniques and technology.
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III. SYSTEM ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS
The following considerations were used in the design of the
radiosonde. Fig. 2 shows the overall system block diagram. In
this section each circuit will be discussed separately and a detailed
analysis given.
A. MULTIPLEXER
A five channel multiplexer will be designed. A sixth channel will
be provided for synchronization and calibration. The multiplexer
switching cycle is depicted in Fig. 3. Each data channel is sampled
every 1.6 seconds for a period of 50 milliseconds. The sync/calibrate
channel is 150 milliseconds long. The additional length will enable
its detection as the sync pulse. A cycle time of 1.6 seconds is based
on the rate of ascent of the balloon and the amount of data required
to provide a good profile of the measured meteorological parameters.
At this rate data will be obtained approximately every 20 feet.
Since, at the present time, only three parameters are measured,
two channels will be unused. However, they are provided in the event
other meteorological data is required.
To implement the multiplexer, a relatively new technology in large
scale integration will be used. Without this technology the cost,
size, and complexity of the multiplexer used in this radiosonde would,
in each case, be too great, making it impractical for such a system.
Metal Oxide Silicon, an old technology, has made it possible to put
a logic system on a single chip [Ref. 11]. The inherent attributes





































FIGURE 3 MULTIPLEXER SWITCHING CYCLE
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a. Small size-device geometry is much smaller than
bipolar devices.
b. Low Power Consumption - MOS has the high impedance
characteristics of vacuum tubes.
c. Batch Fabrication Processing - this process provides
the vehicle to achieve a lower cost per gate function
in MOS/LSI arrays and requires fewer processing steps
than bipolar manufacturing.
d. Logic Versatility - bilateral current flow in an
MOS transistor enhances the versatility of MOS
design.
The design or layout of an MOS/LSI system is accomplished by using
a family of pre-designed building blocks (cells). The array is
customized by arranging the cells in the advantageous positions for
interconnection. This procedure ensures optimum usage of silicon
surface area resulting in a lower cost per chip. Since engineering
costs precluded having a customized chip designed and built during
this investigation, a computer simulation of the design of the LSI
multiplexer will be performed. This is an actual step in the engin-
eering process of an MOS/LSI system, therefore, the design and computer
simulation encompass a significant part of the overall engineering
design.
The purpose of the thesis is to design and build a solid state
radiosonde. To accomplish this a multiplexer design, differing from
the LSI, will be made using discrete MOS IC's. Although bipolar IC's
could be used resulting in a significantly fewer number of devices
required the author chose to use MOS IC's in order to investigate the
operation of such devices over wide temperature and voltage variations.
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The clock circuit which will be used to drive the multiplexer
will be crystal controlled. The reason for this will become clear
in the discussion of the modulation technique. Since a separate and
discrete clock oscillator would add cost, weight, and space to the
multiplexer the inclusion of the oscillator components on the LSI chip
would be most desirable. An effort will be made to design the oscil-
lator with MOS IC's and components which are suitable for integration.
MOS analog switches will be used in the multiplexer to transfer
analog data from the meteorological sensors to the modulator. The
'on' and 'off resistances of these switches should be as low and as
high, respectively, as possible in order to minimize data error.
Typical 'on' resistances are 250 ohms while values of 60 ohms have been
+9
achieved. Typical 'off resistance values are 1.5 x 10 " ohms.
Summarizing: The analog data from the sensors will be connected
to the modulator through MOS switches. The switches will be gated
'on' periodically for 50 milliseconds. Each sensor will be connected
to the modulator every 1.6 seconds through the switches. A 200
millisecond 'off time occurs between successive channels. A cali-
brate/sync, signal will also be generated each 1.6 seconds. The
multiplexer will be designed with discrete MOS IC's to facilitate
breadboarding. An M0S/LSI design will be made and a computer simu-
lation performed to ensure oroper design, A crystal controlled
clock will drive the multiplexer.
B. MODULATION TECHNIQUE
Because of its simplicity to implement, pulse modulation was select-
ed. Other advantages inherent in this technique are lower power
consumption and relative noise immunity. Pulse Amplitude Modulation
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(PAM), Pulse Code Modulation (PCM), and Pulse Duration Modulation
(PDM) were all considered too complex and too costly to implement.
It was decided to vary the pulse repetition frequency of the transmitter
during the gated 'on' time of each channel. This can easily be accom-
plished by keying the transmitter with some form of voltage controlled
oscillator. This modulation technique will be referred to as Gated
Variable Pulse Repetition Frequency.
Using a voltage controlled multivibrator, the pulse frequency of
the output will be a function of the input voltages. These voltages
are to be derived from each of the meteorological sensors. The oscil-
lator output will key the transmitter. If an oscillator output is
required to turn the transmitter on then, if no oscillations occur
during the time the sensors are not being sampled, the transmitter
will be off, resulting in a considerable savings in power. Fig. 4
presents an overall picture of the relationship between sampled voltages
generated from the sensor circuits and the output of the voltage
controlled multivibrator. Note that the voltage sampled for the
calibrate signal is constant. The number of pulses generated during
the 50 millisecond 'on' time can be counted, after detection, in the
receiver. This count can be converted directly to frequency and if
the frequency/voltage characteristics of the VCM are known the data
can be converted directly to their respective meteorological parameters.
The reason for the crystal controlled clock in the multiplexer now
becomes clear. Since the 'on 1 gate to the VCM will be set at 50
milliseconds, the number of pulses counted during this time is a
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FIGURE 4 MULTIPLEXER AND VCM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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can be stored on magnetic tape or punch tape in digital form. There
is no requirement for any analog to digital conversion at the ground
station. Decoding of the data in the receiver will be discussed further
in Section IX.
Ideally, the VCM characteristics should be linear. Any non-linear
characteristics must be predictable in order to have the computer
interpret the data correctly. Linearity is realizable, however, since
the radiosonde will be subjected to a wide temperature environment, a
definite drift in the VCM characteristics is expected. In order to
compensate for this drift, a calibration channel is provided by the
multiplexer. This channel has a 150 msec 'on' gate, and it is during
this time that the VCM drift will be monitored. This will be accom-
plished by measuring the frequency change with a known constant
voltage into the VCM. The constant voltage source will be a zener
diode or some similar device which will put the VCM somewhere in the
center of its operational range. Fig. 5 depicts the anticipated VCM-
temperature characteristics. Note that by monitoring the frequency out
of the VCM with a constant input voltage, the new characteristics can
be completely determined.
The linear VCM characteristics can be represented by the function:
y = ax + b
where a equals the slope in Hz/volt and where b equals the theoretical
offset frequency for zero volts input to the VCM. Since the voltage
into the VCM will be derived from the meteorological sensors, then the
conversion from frequency to the value of the measured parameter will
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FIGURE 5 IDEAL VCM CHARACTERISTICS
FIGURE 6 3102- THREE INPUT GATE (MOS IC)
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pulse will allow the computer to update the offset, b, during each
data cycle. Ideally, the slope a will not change throughout the oper-
ational flight.
In summary: the analog data from the sensors will be connected
to Voltage Controlled Multivibrator by MOS analog switches. Since
the 'on' gates of each channel and the calibration/synchronization
pulse are of fixed time periods, the frequency out of the VCM during
the 'on' time is determined simply by counting the pulses. This
information, in digital form, can be either stored or fed directly to
a computer for calculation of meterorological data. The 150 millisecond
calibration pulse will monitor any drift in theVCM frequency-voltage
characteristics and will also be used to identify the beginning of a
data cycle for synchronization purposes. The design of the VCM will
be completely solid state with cost being prime consideration. This
will limit the number of electronic components used and also require
some consideration as to the cost of each of the components.
C. TRANSMITTER
Regardless of the fact that the present cost of high power, high
frequency transistors is prohibitive, it was decided to build a solid
state transmitter. The reason for this is the anticipation of lower
cost devices in the near future resulting from improved technology
and manufacturing techniques. In addition, a single stage, transistor
power oscillator will help reduce overall system weight, size, and
power consumption.
The transmitter is to be keyed on and off by the VCM. To ensure
positive keying, the power supply will be removed and reconnected
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to the transmitter through a transistor switch. One or more additional
switching transistors may be required to accomplish this.
D. POWER REQUIREMENTS
Little consideration could be given to overall power requirements
prior to breadboarding the system. However the voltage requirements
of M0S/LSI integrated circuits are approximately -27 volts and -13
volts. It was decided to use the -27 volts as the primary power for
the entire system. A 27 volt battery with a 13.5 volt tap can be
utilized as a power source. The present battery provides 114 volts,
7.0 volts, and 3.0 volts. Tt may be possible to realize a reduction
in battery size and weight resulting from a reduced nower requirement.
L
IV. DETAILED SYSTEM DESIGN
The following sections give a detailed description of the design
of each part of the system.
A. THE MULTIPLEXER
Two circuit designs were made. One was from presently available
MOS IC^s to facilitate breadboard!* ng. The other design was accomplished
using computer-aided design., a basic step in the process of building
an MOS/LSI chip. All the steps up to customizing the layout of the
chip were performed. Each of these designs will be discussed below.
1 . Crystal Oscillator
The circuits common to both multiplexer are the crystal
oscillator and frequency divider. As mentioned previously, it would
be desirable to include the oscillator on the multiplexer chip.
A MOS IC type 3102, was used as the basic building block in the
design of the oscillator. The 3102 is a 3 input gate and its sche-
matic is shown in Fig. 6. Each gate is a MOS transistor capable of
amplification. The oscillator circuit which was designed is shown in
Fig. 7.
Rl and R2 form a voltage divider to bias Ql and 02. Ql
is the oscillator while Q2 acts as a buffer. C2 is a 30 picofarad
coupling capacitor while CI provides for the proper phase of the
signal fed back to the gate of Ql to cause oscillation. Dl serves
to clamp the output signal at zero volts. This is necessary to
insure switching of the MOS flip-flop which will be driven by the
















FIGURE 9 CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR AND FREQUENCY DIVIDER BLOCK
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FIGURE 8 CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR AND BUFFER OUTPUT WAVEFORM
FIGURE 10 FREQUENCY DIVIDER OUTPUT WAVEFORM
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The nonlinearity in the waveform is of no consequence since it will
only be used for switching. The frequency of oscillation in this
case was 324.4 KHz and the amplitude was minus 16 volts. It should
be mentioned that the crystal in the oscillator circuit is operating
in its shunt resonant mode.
Integration of the oscillator/buffer onto the multiplexer
chip is possible. Each component is capable of being integrated
on a silicon chip with the exception of the crystal and CI.
2. Frequency Divider
A simple frequency divider was built using flip-flops in series
operating in a toggle mode, For fourteen stages (2 = 16384) the
frequency was divided down to approximately 19.8 Hz which was suffi-
ciently close to the desired value of 20 Hz for simulation purposes.
The final single chip design is intended to have an oscillator fre-
quency of 655.36 KHz with a fifteen stage frequency divider. This
was decided after considering the werrent frequency characteristics
of MOS devices. Fig, 9 depicts the oscillator and frequency divider
and Fig. 10 is an actual photograph of the clock signal at the output
of the final divider stage
„
3. Breadboard Mul ti pi exer
Fig. 11(a) is a block diagram and Fig, 11(b) is the printed
circuit board IC layout of the actual multiplexer built in the labor-
atory. All devices used were Fairchild MOS IC s. The shift registors
are IC# 3101 (Dual JK Flip-Flop) and all the gates are IC# 3100
(Dual Five Input Gate)', The operation of the circuit is as follows:
The clock pulse (generated from crystal oscillator and
frequency divide as shown in Fig. 9) passes through G2
31
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and steps the five bit shift register (S/R), SR5 through
SR9, so that the output of SR9 (pin 1) gbes high (OV) every
200 mi Hi seconds . Counter CI through C3 changes state
each time SR9, pin 1, goes high The output states of the
counters are transmitted through G4, G5, and G6 to an 8-
channel MOS multiplex switch (3705) only while pin 7 of
SR9 is low.
When SR9 pin goes high, the three inputs to the 3705 go
high. Fig. 12 shows the diagram and truth table for the
3705. S8 is grounded so that during the 200 milliseconds
between the channel gates zero potential appears at the
data output channel. Since pin 7 of SR9 is low for only
50 milliseconds, each state of the counters appear at
the inputs for this length of time. When the counters
reach the state HLH the output of Gl goes low causing G2
to inhibit the clock pulseo" Simultaneously, the clear
direct inputs to the 4 bit S/R, SRI through SR4, go high
allowing the clock pulse to step the low state in SRI to SR4
in 115 milliseconds. Pin 7 is held low during these
150 milliseconds allowing S6 to remain 'on 1 . When pin
9 of SR4 goes low a clear direct input is generated
synchronously through G3 putting the counter and SR5
through SR9 back into a high state „ The clock pulse
is now allowed to pass through G2 stepping the five bit
S/R and is also inhibited by G3. The inverted output
(Gil) is now low which clears the four bit S/R until










































































FIGURE 12 3705 - (MOS IC) DIAGRAM AND TRUTH TABLE
6*%tw.»6 CM| CH* CH3 CHH CHS" ^"/eAuB CH
ON SWITCH Sb SB 51 58 S3 S8 53 58 St 58 55 58 56
FIGURE 13 DISCRETE MULTIPLEX CYCLE
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From the above it is seen that S6 becomes the 150 millisecond
calibration/sync, gate while S8 is the 200 millisecond 'off qate.
Channels one through five are represented by SI through S5 respect-
ively. Fig. 13 depicts the generated multiplex cycle. The photo-
graph shown in Fig. 14 was taken at the data output terminal of
the 3705 device. All data input terminals were connected to a common
source voltage of six volts. The sweep speed is 200 milliseconds
per centimeter and the vertical sensitivity is two volts per centi-
meter. The photograph clearly shows that the multiplexer operates
as anticipated.
4. LSI Multiplexer
The primary reasons for designing the LSI chip is to learn
the approximate size and complexity, in addition to realizing an
actual design. Size and complexity, in general, determine the cost
of the chip. Of course, the market usage is also a primary factor,
however, in the case of the radiosonde, there is no doubt that these
requirements will equal or exceed any LSI device utilized on the
market to date. If this chip design were not included as part of
this thesis, final estimates of system cost, size, weight, and
other factors considered important would not be realistic.
Utilizing Computer Aided Design (CAD) to perform logic
simulation, a multiplexer was designed using predesigned and pre-
characterized cells. These cells are available in the computer
and are called by using a pre-specified format. The computer simply
connects all the cells as directed in the program. After the
network has been completely described an input test sequence can
be applied to the system. Outputs can be monitored at any point
36
FIGURE 14 EXPERIMENTAL OUTPUT OF DISCRETE MULTIPLEXER
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in the network to ensure proper operation. The final phase of the
CAD is a circuit topology layout and artwork generation., This phase
of the design was not accomplished since the information sought by
performing the LSI design could be determined without it.
Fig. 15 is the logic diagram of the network which was
simulated on the computer. This network was designed using the
cells from the standard circuit library. The network operation
is as follows:
SRI through SR4 make up a modulus 15 counter with a
parallel entry capability. They are driven by a
clock generator whose input is the 20 Hz signal from
the frequency divider previously discussed. The
clock generator provides two clock signals, 180°
out of phase, to drive the masterslave flip-flops
SRI through SR4„ All blocks prefixed by SR are master-
slave flip-flops. The MOD 15 counter generates the
following sequence:
SRI SR2 SR3 SR4
1
1
































SR5 through SR10 is a six bit shift register whose
clock pulse is generated by decoding the state 1010
as shown above. Each time this state is decoded
the six bit S/R, one stage of which contains a T
(all others being '0'), shifts the "1 ' to the
following stage. The next incoming clock pulse to
the MOD 15 counter shifts the state to 0101 and this
state is decoded to provide a 'parallel enable'
input to the counter. The next clock pulse puts the
counter in the state 0000 or 0011 depending on the
state of the six bit S/R. If the six bit S/R is in
any state other than 100000 then the counter will
shift to 0000. If the six bit S/R is in the state
100000 then the counter will shift to the state
0011. These shifts are indicated on the counter
sequence shown above. Note that the counter changes
state every 50 milliseconds and that for the six
bit S/R in any state except 100000 SR4 goes low
(logic ' 1") every fifth clock pulse. Then by
decoding the output of SR4 and the states 010000,
001000,000100, etc., a sequence of five 50 milli-
second gates are generated . Each gate is separated
from the one following by 200 milliseconds. Also
it is seen that when the six bit S/R is in the
state 100000 the counter goes to the state 0011
resulting in the output of SR4 staying low for
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two additional clock periods for a total of 150
milliseconds. The logic equations for the multiplex
cycle are:
Calibrate/sync. = SR5 ' SR4
Channel one = SR6 ' SR4
Channel two = SR7 * SR4
Channel three = SR8 ' SR4
Channel four = SR9 ' SR4
Channel five = SR10 * SR4
Offgate = SR5 * SR6 * SR7 " SR8 ' SR9 ' SR10
The purpose of the offgate is to ensure that the analog output lead
is at zero potential during the time all of the other channels are
off. The logic high notation at the input of the offgate switch in
Fig. 15 indicates the permanent zero potential connected at that
point. The logic equations above are depicted at the bottom of the
figure by the seven NOR gates and just above the gates are their
respective MOS analog switches. In the computor simulation network
time delays ere also included. After several simulations, it was
learned that these delays caused slight variations in the 'on' gate
lengths. This difficulty was overcome by generating a clockgate
(CLGATE) where
CLGATE = SR4 ' CP2 and
CP2 = SRI ' SR2 " SR3 ' SM"
This is shown in the lower left hand corner of the logic diagram.
Another feature of the design is the fact that, regardless of the
initial states of the counter and S/R, the counter will only complete
one cycle before the system will fall into its proper operating
41
frequency. This is accomplished by decoding a parallel enable signal
(PE2) to set the six bit S/R into the 100000 state. Logically,
as shown in the diagram
PE2 = SR3 ' SR4
on the center right side of the diagram we have an external CD
signal input which was only used to satisfy the computer requirements
that all states must be initialized to some logic level. In an
actual system this will not be required.
Not included in Fig. 15 is the network shown in Fig. 16
which depicts the crystal oscillator and frequency divider circuits
which are actually part of the multiplexer. Note that the output
of the frequency divider feeds the stage that is shown in the upper
left corner of Fig. 15.
Appendix A shows the CAD source program and simulation
program for the multiplexer. Appendix B shows the computer printout
every 30 time-units which represents an input clock period. From
the printout it is seen that the correct sequence of gates is contin-
uously generated after the first cycle of the multiplexer. A logic
1 1' indicates that the output of the respective gate is at the state
which closes the analog switch. For example, a '-1 ' appearing in the
POUT column means that the output of the gate labeled POUT in Fig.
15 is at the voltage level required to close the gate to which it
is connected. Any analog data appearing at the input of this gate
will appear at the data output lead. Since all other gate outputs
are '0', all other switches will be open. Note that the 'off gate'
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FIGURE 16 CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR AND FREQUENCY DIVIDER SCHEMATIC
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B. MODULATOR
The modulator consists of a Voltage Controlled Multivibrator
(VCM) and two switching transistors. The transmitter (Power Oscil-
lator) is turned on and off at the VCM frequency. The VCM frequency
is dependent upon the input voltage which is a function of the
meteorological sensors.
The range of the VCM input voltage will be from minus five to
minus ten volts (-5 to -10 volts). This range was selected on the
basis of the maximum recommended input voltage for MOS analog switches
which is -10 volts. Over the above range, the frequency/voltage
characteristics of the VCM will be linear.
The frequency range of the VCM" is determined by the Receiver
characteristics. The IF bandpass in the SMQ-1A, Radiosonde Receiver
is approximately 900 KHz. Using this knowledge and a requirement for
a fairly good reproduction of the transmitted pulses in the receiver
the maximum VCM frequency was set at 80 KHz.
Fig. 17 shows the theoretical frequency spectrum of the trans-
mitted signal at a frequency of 80 KHz. The S/N ratio and the
reproduction should be good over this range of operating frequencies.
Data resolution will be discussed in section VI.
The basic VCM configuration is shown in Fig. 18(a). Q3 and
Q4 provided constant current to charge CI and C2, R2, R3, CI, and
C2 determine the frequency of oscillation. Dl and D2 are included
to prevent emitter to base reverse voltage breakdown due to the
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The values of the circuit elements are determined in the
following manner. In Fig. 18(b) assume V =>-10 volts and aV








At = 1 . 1 = 12.5 usee = 6.25 usee
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the half cycle time of the upper frequency .
I = CI AV = 9.3
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At R2






CI = 100 pf




I = 0-(-5+.7) = CI * 27
R2 T/2
T = 54 R2 CI = 27 usee
4.3
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The lower frequency output of the VCM is:
f 1 usee = 37 KHz
27
The circuit was breadboarded and the final design values are (referring
to Fig. 18[a])
Rl = R4 = 5.1 K Q3 = Q4 (Fairchild 2N4250)
R2 = R3 = 22 K Ql = Q2 (Fairchild 2N3643)
CI = C2 = 120 pf
C. TRANSMITTER
A solid state power oscillator in a modified Colpitts (Clapp)
configuration was built using a Fairchild Type MSA8046 power transistor.
Fig. 19(a) shows the actual circuit configuration and parameter
values.
Fig. 19(b) is the AC equivalent circuit. The primary frequency
determining elements are CI and LI. C4 controls the amount of regen-
erative feedback. C2 series tunes the output tank which is connected
to a 50 ohm load. Cbc, Cbe, and Cce are all the interal capacitances
of the power transistor. The circuit element values are:
Rl = 1.3KnlW CI = .4pf to 4 pf variable
R2 = 200ft .5W C2 = .9pf to 7 pf variable
R3 = 5ft5W(wire wound) C3 = 430 pf
C4 = 8pf
C5 = lOOOpf (feed through)
LI = 2 1/2 turns #16 wire
3/8" diam., 3/16" spacing
L2 = 1 turn #16 wire
1/2" diam.
L3 = 6.7 micro henry RF choke
The RF choke (L4) shown in Fig. 19(a) is due to the inductance




FIGURE 19a POWER OSCILLATOR SCHEMATIC
FIGURE 19b POWER OSCILLATOR RF EOUIVALENT CIRCUIT
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The CW power output of the oscillator is six watts. Current
drain is approximately 750 milliamperes for an efficiency of:
100 X = 29.6%
.75 X 27
The current drain is rather arbitrary from device to device. Another
power oscillator was built and a power (CW). output of seven watts was
obtained with a current requirement of only 600 milliamperes.
For positive switching of the power oscillator a Fairchild 2N2657
switching transistor was inserted in the emitter circuit. In order
to provide the drive for the 2N2657, a 2N3643 transistor was put
between the switch and the VCM. Fig. 20 is an overall schematic
diagram of the radiosonde modulater and transmitter section. The
transistor layout for the modulator and transmitter chassis is shown
in Fig. 21. Fig. 22 and Fig„ 23 show the actual oscilloscope
presentations of the 400 Megahertz carrier envelope (top sweep) and
the switching waveform at the collector of the 2N2657 (bottom sweep).
Fig. 22 was taken at the low end of the VCM range (approx. -6 volts






























FIGURE 22 CARRIER ENVELOPE AND SWITCHING WAVEFORMS-LOW PRF
FIGURE 23 CARRIER ENVELOPE AND SWITCHING WAVEFORMS-HIGH PRF
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V. SYSTEM OPERATIONAL RESULTS
The multiplexer was connected to the modulator-transmitter. A
variable voltage source was connected to the inputs of SI through S6.
The input to S8 was grounded. The output of the multiplexer controls
the frequency out of the VCM which in turn triggers the power oscilla-
tor. Fig. 24 is a photograph of the 400MHz RF envelope. The sweep
speed is 500 milliseconds per centimeter. The top trace is the switch-
ing waveform on the collector of Q6( Fig . 16), and the bottom trace is
the detected transmitter carrier envelope. Note that three multiplexer
cycles appear on each trace. Increasing the sweep produces the same
waveforms as shown in Figs. 22 and 23. Fig. 25 is a photograph of the
transmitter spectrum. The PRF of the transmitter was 80 KHz. The
center lobe width is 320 KHz. between minimums as anticipated.
A. SYSTEM ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
The multiplexer and modulator/transmitter as shown in Figs. 26(a)
and (b) were placed in a chamber and subjected to temperatures from
+75°C to -70°C. The VCM output, transmitter power, and transmitter
frequency were monitored as the simulated input sensor voltages to the
multiplexer were varied from minus five to minus ten volts. The
results of these tests are given below.
1 . Power Output
At 20°C the peak power output of the transmitter was 5.9 watts.
The average power was
-g- (5.9) = 737 milliwatts
note: Duty Cycle = -w—
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FIGURE 24 CARRIER ENVELOPE AND SWITCHING WAVEFORMS-SLOW SWEEP
FIGURE 25 EXPERIMENTAL TRANSMITTER FREOUENCY SPECTRUM
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The system was then placed in an environment chamber. It should be
noted that the power transistor did not have a heat sink attached
throughout the tests described in this section. In addition, the entire
system was left open to the environment. Under actual operation the
system would be enclosed in a container which would provide some degree
of protection from the elements. The power output measurements obtained
over the temperature range is shown in Table 2.












At -67°C the transmitter became intermittent. Investigation
revealed that Q5 (Fig. 20) was not providing enough drive to Q6.
The loss of current gain at this temperature prevented Q5 from func-
tioning properly.
The operating temperature range of the power oscillator was
extended from -30°C to -70°C with the addition of C3 (Fig. 19). When
Q6 is turned on the voltage on the base of the power oscillator lags













FIGURE 27 TRANSMITTER FREQUENCY DRIFT
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VOLTS FREQ(KHz)
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3
FREQ(KHz)
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3
FREQ(KHz)
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3
































































































the location of the crossover points for each curve from negative to
positive (and VIS-A-VIS) deviations being relatively constant.
To investigate the possibility that a second order approx-
imation would better fit the VCM data another computer run was made.
Fig. 30 shows the second order approximations at the temperatures
indicated. Fig. 31 shows the deviation of the experimental data from
the second order curves. The deviations appear to be more random, but
more important is the fact that the deviations have been reduced
significantly. The maximum positive and negative deviations appear to
be approximately 30 Hz and 60 Hz respectively with an average of
approximately 20 Hz.
Appendix E lists the computer printout for the case of the
second order approximation. The variable Y(I) represents the coeffi-
cients of the polynomial
A + Bt + Ct
2
= EZ
The variable EZ is the frequency of the least square fit plotted for
each value of I where I = -3,-2,-1,0,1,2, and the conversion for the





On the calplot outputs (Figs. 28 through 31) the horizontal scale has
been shifted to the left five units so that the origin represents a
VCM input of -5 volts and increasing to the right to -10 volts. The
vertical scale for the least square estimation plots are equal to 30 KHz
+ (vertical X 10) KHz while those of the deviation plots are (vertical
X 10) Hz.
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FIGURE 29 DEVIATION OF DATA FROM FIRST ORDER APPROXIMATIONS
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FIGURE 31 DEVIATION OF DATA FROM SECOND ORDER APPROXIMATIONS
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The equations of the second order approximations are given
in Table 4.
TEMPERATURE CO f in
EQUATIONS
KHz, V = i (1 + I3) volts
75 f = .HOI 2 + 9.2841 + 64.823
60 f = .108I
2
+ 9.2401 + 64.516
45 f = .089I
2
+ 9.1661 + 64.138
30 f = .096I
2
+ 9.1121 + 63.620
15 f = .081
1
2




+ 8:8891 + 62.015
-15 f = .069I
2
+ 8.7231 + 60.949
-30 f = .064I
2
+ 8.5891 + 60.011
-45 f = .053I
2
+'8.3901 + 58.723
-60 f = .045I
2
+8.1631 + 57.219




It can be seen that although the coefficients of the second order
approximations are relatively small, they cannot be ignored. Much more
data must be taken and analyzed more completely before any definite
statements can be made regarding the predictability of the behavior of
the VCM in this type of environment.
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VI. DATA RESOLUTION
The theoretical resolution of the information received from the
radiosonde is determined in the following manner.
A. PRESSURE
Assuming the output voltage from the pressure sensor network at
1060 mb pressure is -10 volts and at 5 mb, is -5 volts. For the VCM,
the output frequency, f , for -10 volts input is 80 KHz, and for -5





(1060-5) mb (10-5) volts
B. TEMPERATURE
Assuming the same output voltage range for the temperature
sensing network as obtained from the pressure network for a temper-




= 307 Hz/°C = 30.7 Hz/ . 1° C
(70+70) °C
C. HUMIDITY
Assuming the same voltage outputs as above for a measured







If it is assumed that there will be no change in the weight of the
radiosonde battery (AMT-4A), the approximate weight of the solid state
system is:
Battery 500 grams
Modulator and transmitter 100 grams
Total weight - 600 grams
This weight includes only the electronics package. The reduction in
weight over the present system is
1103 "600
X 100 = 45.6%
1103
where the AMT-4A weight is given as 1103 grams. The modulator and
transmitter weight shown above is double the actual weight of the
breadboarded device. The additional 50 grams were added to account
for the additional weight of sensors and associated circuitry. This
added weight is considered more than sufficient to cover these addi-
tional components.
The weight reduction shown above is an approximation. However,
the author feels that it is realistic because of the assumption of no
change in battery weight. Since a reduction in physical size is also
going to be realized then it must be assumed that some weight savings
must result from the system packaging. In any event, the assumption
made above, if anything, is conservative.
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VIII. SYSTEM COST
Only those parts of the electronics system considered significant
will be discussed. Cost of comnonents such as resistors and capacitors
will not be covered.
A. LSI MULTIPLEXER
A cost analysis was made by comparing chip size, market requirements,
and circuit complexity with similar chips presently on the market. The
cost is based on a 1971 market. Table 5 is a list of the standard cells
required to implement the multiplexer shown in Fig. 15. The components
required to include the crystal oscillator are also listed.
1












































Fairchild's standard cell notation
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The multiplexer chip size is determined in the following manner:




where L = length of the cell
Total active area of the cell = 2 X A
c
Then the total length of each side of the chip is:
4 >/2\ f^ - 4/i~
To account for the pads, 11 mils must be added
l_
T
= (11 + 4/T) mils
The total length including the oscillator is:
L
T
= 4/J34 + ^204 + 11 mils
= 94.2 + 14.3 = 108.5 mils
A custom, handcrafted layout would reduce the size of the chip by at
least 20% to approximately 87 mils. The number of external pin con-
nections required on the chip package is 13, so a basic 16 pin dual
in-line package could be used. Compared to present costs, such a
device could be sold at less than five dollars each. This, of course,
is also based on the high usage this device would have.
B. POWER TRANSISTOR
The device used is not presently on the market and no definite
cost could be determined. The device is packaged in a stripline
configuration and the cost of these are quite significant. During
the power oscillator design it was shown that no heat sink would be
required because of the low duty cycle. This fact eliminates the need
for the expensive package. Also discussed was the possibility of
reducing the power requirements on the radiosonde. Based on the last
two items the author feels that a long range estimate of the cost of
the high frequency power transistor would be approximately four dollars
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each. With high frequency power transistor technology advancing as
rapidly as it is at the present time there is no reason to believe that
the cost given above is unrealistic.
C. MODULATOR
All transistors used in this section are low cost, epoxy types
except for the switching transistor Q6 (see Fig. 20). The author feels
that the entire modulator, including the crystal in the multiplexer
clock and all other basic components could be assembled at an overall
cost of under six dollars.
D. METEOROLOGICAL SENSORS
This area was not covered by this thesis and no estimation of
costs will be given.
E. COST CONCLUSIONS
The costs shown above are only approximations. They are included
only to indicate that the cost of a solid state radiosonde will not be
too high to render it impractical as an expendable device. It should
be reemphasized that from such a system we can expect:
(1) improved data accuracy
(2) increased channel capacity
(3) increased data rate
(4) increased reliability
(5) decrease in weight
(6) decrease in size
which is a good argument for implementing a solid state system.
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IX. INTERFACING CONSIDERATIONS
System interfacing with meteorological sensors and the reduction
of data at the terminal installation are considered in this section.
No actual interfacing was performed in the laboratory. All the
information contained below is included to assist those who would
continue the work started in the thesis.
A. METEOROLOGICAL SENSORS
Present common radiosonde sensors are of the resistance type.
Pressure sensor of the voltage type are also available. The following
are possible interface networks for such devices.
Resistance — Fig. 32 shows a configuration which could be
used to obtain the desired VCM input. R is the meteorological
sensor and the output voltage, V , is determined by the voltage
divider network.
Voltage — A simple operational amplifier, if required, could
provide the required input voltages to the VCM.
R2 R4
An example network is shown in Fig. 33. The ratios
Rl R3
(amplifier gain) and the -5 volt input would set the output voltage
at -5 volts with zero input voltage and determine the range of the
output voltage for a given input range. Q is an operational amplifier
such as the Fairchild 741.
B. RADIOSONDE RECEIVER OUTPUT
It is desirable to either connect the receiver output directly
to a computer or to transform the output to a digital format for direct













































FIGURE 34 RECEIVER DECODING NETWORK
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raw data to meteorological information would be accomplished automati-
cally without the introduction of human errors or loss of accuracy
due to analog to digital transformations.
The SMQ-1A Radiosonde Receiver was used to determine whether the
signal transmitted by the breadboarded system would be reproduced
sufficiently to allow detection and subsequent decoding. Throughout
the design stages, consideration was given to the receiver characteris-
tics in order that few modifications would be required to have the
receptor work with the experimental radiosonde. Figs. 35 and 36 are
actual photographs taken at the output of the final IF stage in the
SMQ-1A. Fig. 35, taken at a very slow sweep speed, clearly shows the
time multiplexed sequence. Fig. 36 shows the GVPRF signal. The IF
frequency is 22 Megaherts. The peak to peak voltage shown is 1.5 volts.
From the results of the test with the SMQ-1A, it is seen that the
PRF can be measured by using a simple AM detector and logic to count
and either store or transfer the information to the computer. Fig. 34
depicts a possible network to accomplish this task. The output of the
IF is fed to an amplifier-limiter stage. The amplifier output is then
detected and fed to a Schmitt trigger whose threshold is set above the
incoming noise leve. The Schmitt trigger output is fed to a One-Shot
multivibrator which generates a 175 millisecond pulse. The data pulses,
along with the Schmitt trigger output, are fed to an AND gate which
allows the data pulses to be counted for up to 175 milliseconds. When
the gate is turned off a second One-Shot generates a short pulse which
transfers the data from the counter to the computer. At the completion
of the transfer another short pulse is generated which clears the
counter for the next set of input data.
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FIGURE 35 RECEIVER IF WAVEFORM - SLOW SWEEP
FIGURE 36 RECEIVER IF WAVEFORM - FAST SWEEP
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The calibration pulse is detected easily by noting the large pulse
count. This can be programmed directly into the computer. The 175
millisecond gate allows the calibration pulses to be counted for the
entire 150 milliseconds. Since there are 250 milliseconds between
channels, the time available to transfer the information to the computer
and clear the counter is 75 milliseconds. The circuit in Fig. 35 was
not fabricated, however, there is reason to believe that the concept is
sound and practical.
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This thesis dealt primarily with the feasability of designing and
building a complete solid state radiosonde. Throughout the entire
period of development, cost, complexity, size, weight, compatability
with present ground receptors, data accuracy, RF power output, band-
width, etc., were the determining factors in the overall design.
State-of-the-art technology was used wherever possible. Although no
testing was done with actual meteorological sensors, a great deal of
thought was given to the types of sensors which might be used.
Fig. 37 shows a typical overall system, including sensors. Depicted
are resistance type humidity and temperature sensors while the pressure
sensor is a bridge type (lower left) requiring a constant current
source. An amplifier is required to bring the voltage ud into the VCM
input range. The eight volt input reference for the calibration/sync
period is obtained from this network. This circuit was actually built
and operated satisfactorily. The transistor shown, without a base
lead, is a Fairchild SE 2001 which, when operated in a reverse zener
breakdown mode, provides a constant output voltage which is relatively
independent of temperature. Not shown in the diagram is the logic
circuits which drive the MOS analog switches.
The operational testing done on the system showed that the system
performed satisfactorily over a wide range of temperatures. Test
periods lasted up to six hours with no failure occuring in any part of
the system. All tests were made without the advantage of any protective
covering over the chassis. Concern over the possibility of the epoxy
transistors failing at low pressures due to rupturing of the package
77
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FIGURE 37 OVERALL RADIOSONDE SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
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proved to be incorrect. Several transistors of various types were
taken down to as low as one millibar without failing. Therefore, it
appears that the entire system is capable of functioning properly over
any of the adverse conditions to which the radiosonde is subjected.
MOS technology has allowed LSI to become more efficient and
reliable. Of equal importance is the cost reduction. The MOS/LSI
Multiplexer design not only improves the data rate and channel capacity,
but significantly decreases the size and weight of the system. The
simulated multiplexer, which was built of discrete MOS IC's, also
performed satisfactorily under adverse environmental testing. In fact,
the multiplexer continued to function at temperatures below -70° C
even after the rest of the system had ceased to operate reliably.
Analysis of the VCM over variable voltage and temperature conditions
showed that a second order curve could be fitted to the output data.
Errors resulting from this approximation are less than .1% and, on the
average, less than .03%. A linear approximation provides errors of less
than 1.25%. The reduction of data by a computer appears to be feasible
and further investigation of this phase of operation could be the topic
of another thesis.
The results obtained through this thesis appear to favor the devel-
opment and use of a solid state radiosonde. Generally speaking,
nothing was found which might show the superiority of the present
system over a new system. The only area which may favor the present
radiosonde is cost. But the advantages gained by the solid state
system far outweigh, in the author's estimation, any additional costs.
The author also feels that the cost differential would ranidly decrease
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APPENDIX B CAD SIMULATION PRINTOUT
F s
T F Y P T H X Y
I G
A










T T T T T
QJJ0O 00 *
000030 * 1 c C c C c
000060 * 1 c
000090 * 1 c c G c
000120 * 1 c c







000240 * 1 c
000270 * 1 c c c
000300 * 1 c
000330 * 1 G G G c c
000360 * 1 G c c
OG0390 * 1 L C c
000420 * 1 C c c
00045C * c 1 c
0004b0 * I c
00051G * 1 c c c
000540 * I G c c
000570 * 1 G C c c
00060C * c 1
000630 * 1 c C c c
000t>60 * I c G
000690 * 1 c c c
000720 * 1 Q G c c. _
00075C * G c C G c 1
0007d0 * 1 c




._ fi _ Q
000840 *
0008J0 * 1 G c
00090G * 1 c c c
000930 * c 1 c c
00096C * 1 c G
50Q990 * 1 c c c G
001020 * 1 G G c G
001050 * 1 c
001080 * 1 c c
00111C * c 1 c c c
001140 * 1 G c c c




001230 * 1 G G c c
00126C * c 1 c
001290 * I G
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F s
T f- Y p T H X Y
I . N ,. 1 ., C -. c . c .





T T T T T
0013 20 * L c
001350 * c c c c G
001380 * c c
0G141C * c c 1
00l4<t0 * c c
001470 * c (J c c
001500 # c c c
00 1 5 JO * c c
00156C * c 1
00159C * c c c
0C162C V g
001650 ir c c c G
001680 * c c c
001710 ir c c c 1
0017^0 * c c c
001770 * c G
00180G * c c c c
001830 * c
001860 * 1 c c
0C1890 * I c c c
001920 if 1 c c
001950 * c c c
0C1V80 * c c
002010 * c c c c c
002040 * c c c
00207C * 1 c c c
C02100 * c c c
00213C * c G G
Uo21bG * c c c G
0021^0 * c G
00222C * 1 c G
002250 * c c
002280 * c G
0C2310 * G c
0023^0 * c c
00237C * c c 1
002400 * c G G
002430 * L, c c
002460 * c c
0024SC * G c c
00252C * c G 1
002550 * c c c G
002580 * c c




T F Y p 1 H X > Y
I G . N . c . c . c ,. u .





T T T 1 T
002640 * i c
0C267C * c c c c c 1
002700 * c c
002730 * c c c
O027o0 * c
C02790 * c u c c c
00282C * 1 c
00285C * 1 c c c c
002880 * 1
002910 * c c c c
G0294U * c c
002970 * c c
003000 * c c
0C3030 * 1 c c
003060 * c
003090 * c c
003120 * c c
00 3150 * c c c c
oc3iec * 1 G
003210 * c c c
003240 * c c c
003270 * c c c
003300 * c c c
0C333C * J 1 G
003360 * c
003390 * c
003420 * c c c
003450 * c c
00348C * c 1
003510 * c c
003540 * c
003570 * c c
00360C * c c c
00363C * c I
003660 * c c
0C3O90 * c c
003720 * c G
003750 * c c










0C387C * 1 c c
0039CC * 1 c c
003930 * I c c
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F s
T F Y P I H X Y
1 G . N , , c .. c ,. G . -.





I T T T T
0039bG * c
0C399C * 1 c c c
0G4U20 * c c
0C405G * c G G
OO^ObO * G
0041 10 * c c G G
004140 * c 1
004170 * G G c
004200 * C C
0042j>G * c c G C
004260 * c c c
00429C * c G 1 c
004320 * c G c L
004350 * C c c
004380 * c c c
0C441C * g c G G
004440 * c G c 1
00447C * c
004500 * c c G
004530 * c c
0045to0 * c G
0C4'j9C * c 1
004t>20 * c c C
004o50 * c G G c
004680 * c c
0C471C * G c c G
004740 * 1 c G
004770 * 1 c Q
0C4b0C * 1 G G c
004tt30 * c c G
004860 * c G c
0C4890 * G c c
00492U * c c
0Q4950 * 1 c c
0049fcO * c
00501C * c c G c
005040 * c G
00507C * G c C
0C510C * 1 C c





005190 * C c C





T h Y P T H X Y
I G . N . G . G . C .. G . G





T T T I T
00i>260 * I G G C
0C5310 * I C C c C c
00534U * 1 c G c
00537C * 1 G C c G
0G540G * G G 1
005430 * 1 C C G c
00D460 * 1 G G
0G549C * 1 c C c C
005520 * 1 G C G G
005550 * G C c C 1
005580 * 1 G c
005ol0 * 1 c G c
005640 * 1 G c c G
005o70 * 1 G G G c
0O570C * I C
00573G * 1 C C G
00576G * u I c C C G
005790 * 1 G c G
0C582G * i G G c C
0C565C * I C G
003880 * 1 C c c G
005910 * i c G
00b940 * I G G c c C
005970 * 1 c c C
CC6000 * 1 G G G
enc ar SI W ULA TIGN GUTPUT
IL
At 09 04 43. 25 ET CG C3 08. 08
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APPENDIX C LEAST SQUARE FIT PROGRAM
n|M=N.cyr\ M ( 12 ,12) ,7(12,1 ?) ,YY f 12, 12)
CM!. D r» rip (5fl f 7,YY, 2»fttl2tl2tl2)
fiup
a t,rr !. TTVf prLCirt* f*, 7 »Y» v ft, rr//n,in)
nrvirvcrrN » ( 12, 12) , * T (12 ,12) ,^ T M12,12) ,£TA1NV( 12,12),
17(12,12), ::7 (l?,12),Y(l?,12),n/(l? t l?) f XX(l?),77(12), c PprM» a TTT|^(lp) tL ^T<-/3H /
Q c A t * & I P I ( 2 C ) , X X , 7 7 , c f
f**** THTC DOff-R^M nprirpMJMC: ft cp|_YNC M I A L L jr A c T f QII'PC Fcoq
r
f rr\,r^ p ctt rF P«Tft, MT),T=t,«
r
f nrr-rrrn v t f r tl ( c rn;Fqn^Tc Y(.|),.I=1,M TF A PCLYNC* F£t
«
r
f h/r\]Ki]7f THF FP3% rp J |\; TM" | f"SS PIJNf T TrjN,
r
r t














r MI,J)<=C 1 - T ? + ( T 3) **2 '2-( T 3) **3/3 ...
r 1 -T2 + < T 2 ) **2 '2-( T 2) ** V3 ...
f. 1 -
T
l + ( T l ) **2 /2- f Ti ) #*?/3 -(ti)**m/m
M = M+ ]
n t= 1 C
*P«P| ^,1) ( ( A f T , 1) 1 = 1 M) J =l L )
1 F1pmat(3F1C,6I
5F*P( R fpr)j TITLF (I
)
,T=1 ,12)?R FTP MA T{e'%/,AiP)
PFAfM =,2M ( LP! < ! ) ,T=1 ,?0)
P 2 K = ] , K K
fc Mr=T|..r \ijwor: nc pijmc qc pita 7(j).tmfni H p A V E Q ^ r- ^
C f) c c # C H 7 ( T ) tc p. £ | ft ! t A T c P)
NQ = 3
nn a r i = i ,lOFTI c , & ) ( t \J ( N V , T I ) ^m = i ,\o)
I pn: w/> t ( 3c I . *• j
Sl!M = f .c
«L M = f Vf JJ, T T ) + c t">
r
c N t J M • F
AV C = C L'V/*R
7( TI , l)-M/~
* r n m f T N r F
r * LI TP4N'«(f , L, N,AT t NP,Mn|
CALL D Prr ( at, a, N f LfM fft T 4,K|r),wn f LP)
C* LI. D "CI^ r\ , .00O0C1 , MA ,ATA?NV,KER| W D)
tf l^c.2| LCi ,1LC,1C1
110 WP!-T( f ,111)
HI FflPMAT (SHK<=D=2)in rni °pr^ utat r'v,AT t m, n, l, c, mo, mh, lp)
CALL Pfrn (r,7, n, l, 1, Y , nip , mp, lp )
FALL "T^ ( A ,Y, L , N , 1, P7, NH, Mp, LP )
WPT T ^( 6,102) ( f M T , I) , J = l ,N) ,t = 1 ,L)










WRMP|^ lc ^((r.(!,J) f Jri,LI,T=l t M
pppMflTf /lCX,14HflTMMVAT< T , I) =/(^ c lC.6» )
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